TE RŪNANGA O NGĀTI AWA

Ko Ngāti Awa te toki tē tangatanga i te rā, tē ngohengohe i te wai
TE RAUPATU
TE WHAKATAU KEREME TIRITI
TE TAPATORU A TOI
TE TAPATORU A TOI (Toi’s Triangle)

Iconic Reserved under Te Tapatoru a Toi Management Committee

Moutohora Wildlife Refuge

Ohope Scenic Reserve  Tauwhare Scenic Reserve
MOUTOHORAA – MANU KUIA
HITORI NANAOMANU-KUIA

- 1300 -1840  540 Years of harvest
- 1840-1940  100 years of non harvest – change ownership
- 1940-1958  Harvesting resumes
- 1958-2010  Rahui imposed by Ngati Awa
- 2010-2018  Harvesting Resumes

- 23/07/2008 Request by Ngati Awa to TTaT to undertake traditional harvest
- 21/09/2009 Application from TTaT to undertake traditional harvest
- Nov 2010  Harvesting Resumes (200 Kuia per year)

The intent is to revive and perpetuate the traditional practices.

Moutohora has the largest breeding colony of Kuia in Aotearoa, Estimated at 90,000 breeding pairs in the 2005 survey by land care.
WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP